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The Desktop is Dead;
Long Live The Geocomputer
(and the Commercial Borg)
Michael B. Taylor, Professor, UC San Diego & University of Washington

Although the desktop is largely an a er-thought market of modern computer companies, many computer
architects conceptualize modern computers as essentially a miniaturized desktop with some attached I/O
widgets. In that computer, we take an ISA-centric definition that takes us back to the halcyon days of the
RISC/CISC wars. Servers are x86 and run Linux. Mobile devices are ARM and run iOS/Android. But our
emerging applications do not run on a single machine on our desk. A single application executes across
many machines of diverse types that are strategically positioned across the planet. It is no longer
appropriate to characterize them by what ISA or operating system is used. It is time that we update our
mental model of the architecture of the computer that these applications run on today.
Today’s emerging modern computers, which I will call geocomputers, envelope the planet and have
four key components that roughly map to datacenters, the internet, mobile networks, and mobile
devices. Each of these has a specific role that connects computation and communication with the
environment. But datacenters, mobile devices, etc., are just the physical implementation, like CMOS, or
a Manchester adder in traditional machines. The geocomputer is a geocentric architecture that is
layered on top of these components, linking function and place with a given implementation.

The Architecture of the Geocomputer
A geocomputer has four key components: the databrain, the mobot, the planetary network, and the
mobot-net. I describe them in greater detail below:
Databrains are the brains of our planet-scale geocentric architecture, and are implemented using
datacenters. A databrain is not just a collection of servers mounted in 42U racks with a network, it is a
place. Geocomputer architects choose the places to minimize the cost of computation and storage by
finding locales that have cheap energy, cooling, and land, as well as geopolitical and environmental
stability. A databrain is a deployment of computation and storage proximate to world locations that
have high activity (e.g., lots of people generating lots of data), to reduce bandwidth costs and latency.
The databrain’s “ISA” replacement is the compatibility layer between the concrete datacenter structural
resources (e.g. a composition of flash, disks, cores, networking, etc) and the distributed so ware that is
running on top of it. Its basic primitives are clustered into classes of functionality with names like
BigTable, Kubernetes, TensorFlow and FlumeJava. It provides the interface for storing data that it is
collecting across the world via a planet-scale network. It is learning from this data (aka big data),
computing on this data, and optimizing new strategies that are pushed out to its agents that are acting
in the world.
Underneath this compatibility layer is a mesoarchitecture that transcends the bespoke, customized x86
hardware that is bought in massive quantities from Intel. There is a co-designed so ware/hardware
architecture that determines how data is distributed and made persistent, how computation is
distributed across racks of machines, and contains a variety of specialized chips and boards, such as
Amazon’s network switch chips, or ASIC Cloud chips, that optimize TCO for datacenter primitives
running on the geocomputer. For those that cannot a ord to build their own databrains, there is
Amazon EC2, Microso Azure, and Google Cloud, who are willing to rent their databrain if you use their
primitives.

Mobots, or mobile robots, are the moving parts of the geocentric computer. They are the I/O network
that feeds the databrains, and provides distributed actuation. As they wander the globe, they are
constantly sensing, compressing (to send sensor data to the datacenter over narrow links), and reacting
(because it would take too long to process what’s in the datacenter, or the cost of temporary outages is
too high). These are the phones, the self-driving cars, the watches and the robots. (And cyborgs, but we
will get to that in a second…) Mobots are very specialized for the application and do not tend to have
standardized hardware/so ware compatibility layers, although mesoarchitecturally, they run things
like Android, use ARM cores and have nice displays for doing I/O to other (soon-to-be-mentioned)
mobot components.
Planetary Networks are not just the public internet, but many private internets criss-crossing the
planet. Planetary networks are there to span the globe and connect all the nodes, and to find home (i.e.,
the databrain) for the world-wide data the geocentric machine is collecting. These links are placed
strategically to minimize the cost of bandwidth, security, and reduce latency to key points of interest in
the world.
Mobot-nets are the movable tethers that bridge the fixed places of the internet to the moving locations
of the mobots. They are the flexible cord that follows the devices around the world. They are always
moving, tracking (e.g. GPS), and evolving (e.g., with more or fewer nodes). In some cases, they may be a
3/4/5G cellular network; but they also could be bluetooth, underwater networks, a custom IoT network,
or even flexible wired harnesses.

Borgs: Geocomputers that grow and “eat the world”
The Borg is a construct from Star Trek that is essentially a massive computer that is a conglomeration of
inter-networked cyborgs. It travels the galaxy, conquering planets and assimilating humanoids and
other lifeforms into its organism/machine conglomerate. Its purpose is essentially to conquer the
galaxy. The Borg is a militaristic entity; its purpose is to accumulate resources acquired through warfare
and enslavement, growing larger and larger as it sweeps the galaxy. As it encounters new targets, it
announces to its victims:
“We are the Borg. Lower your shields and surrender your ships. We will add your biological and
technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.”
Unlike in the Star Trek universe, there is not one huge borg in our world, rather, there are many. They
conquer not through warfare but rather by commerce. There are big mature borgs, and there are small
baby borgs. Many of them were incubated in the SOMA region of San Francisco. Who controls these
commercial borgs, as opposed to the military borgs forecasted in films? Uber, for one. City by city, the
Uber borg advances, gaining control not by violence but by economics. It assimilates new drivers into
its fold and controls them through a planetary network, defeating the local Taxi industry
neighborhood-by-neighborhood. Many of the assimilated are taxi drivers from the conquered
companies but there are also other bystanders who are pulled into the machine.

The ideal mobot for Uber would be a self-driving car that would drive around 24/7, do exactly as
commanded, and never listen to rap. But this purely electromechanical mobot is technically infeasible
today. Instead, Uber employs a cyborg mobot: a cell phone controls a human, who in turn, with their
advanced neural net capabilities, is able to transform the cell phone’s control commands, plus sensor
data from their eyeballs and ears, into control of the car and the passenger. (Uber has raided the CMU
Robotics Center to build the research pipeline to eliminate the problematic “biological distinctiveness”
of this mobot.) Uber’s unique customization mostly extends to its mobot, using more conventional
3/4G for its mobot-net, the Internet for its planetary network, but its own custom datacenters for its
databrain. But we can imagine one day, that Uber will launch its own mobot-net for tracking its mobots
more accurately than GPS allows.
But let’s not dwell too much on Uber. There’s also Yelp, which, having not yet perfected a inorganic
mobot that can taste food and take in restaurant ambiance, controls diners via an app, having them
translate the sensor data from their tongues into prose. Compression ratios in today’s Yelp mobots are
extremely high, compressing 4K video from diner’s eyeballs, as well as multivariate sense and smell
data from their mouths and noses, to a short, clever ASCII paragraph that is uploaded to the Yelp
databrain. Better “taste-to-text” hardware is surely on the roadmap for the Yelp research team.

It’s the System, Stupid
What is responsible for the transformation of today’s computers from the simple desktop to the planetcentric Geocomputer architecture? Marc Andreessen, venture capitalist, and founder of Netscape,
wrote an op-ed called “Why So ware is Eating the World” in 2011, suggesting that the next wave of tech
applications will be those that escape the bounds of our desktop machines and instead engage the
world. From this mandate comes our scale-out datacenters, and the vast network of phones feeding
them data.
Although we o en think of these applications as simply so ware apps we install on our phones, in
fullness, these are special-purpose application-specific geocomputers that are being deployed. As
technology progresses, it is hardware that will provide the underpinnings of future geocomputer
advances. For as surely as so ware is eating the world, it is hardware that is doing the chewing. Moving
into the future, computer architects must expand their concept of the machine beyond the traditional
desktop ISA to the entire geocomputer architecture. Only by being fully engaged with the entire system
can we discover hardware’s particular special value in unlocking the end-to-end geocomputer
application.
Thanks to Alvin Lebeck, Heiner Litz, and Reese Nguyen for providing feedback on this blog post.
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